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Abstract

The judicial responsibility is acknowledged in the judicial doctrine, as being ‘the starting point’ of the entire social responsibility, position that continues to have from ancient times until today, thus providing an expression of Law on its most concerted form, which reflect the stage of evolution of the entire social life.

Expressing forms and realities of social life, both values and norms are ideal standards of conduct, perceived as individual requirements by each member of society.

The human action enforces the compliance of certain rules and its subordination of certain goals and interests, according to a system of principles and criteria; this is because the individual lead his existence in a relational system with others, a system characterized by extensive interactions and interdependencies.

In any society may appear different types of conduct, whose broad includes those conformist, innovative, as well as those non-conformists, escapist or deviant.

As full integration of the individual in society, legal norms are not an exclusive element; these are the foundation of a set of rules for the most various types. The institution of social responsibility arises precisely in this way, representing a higher level of integration of the individual in the society.
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1. Legal responsibility and social responsibility.

Preliminary considerations

Expressing forms and realities of social life, both values and norms are ideal standards of conduct, perceived as individual requirements by each member of society.

The human action enforces the compliance of certain rules and its subordination of certain goals and interests, according to a system of principles and criteria; this is because the individual lead his existence in a relational system with others, a system characterized by extensive interactions and interdependencies.
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In any society may appear different types of conduct, whose broad includes those conformist, innovative, as well as those non-conformists, escapist or deviant.

Whereas any society accepts within it behaviors, different from those as defined in the institutional framework, social norms acting as instruments of pressure and moral restraint, represents an area within which are permitted a number of variations. In this context, it is considered ‘social’, any conduct which is not due to chance, but is regulated by rules and expectations established and unavoidable and is seen as ‘deviant’ behavior that does not fit within the institutional framework and socially acceptable by society, appreciate as a ‘moral environment’.

Any society evaluates the behavior of its members in terms of their compliance to the norms and values recognized and accepted by most people; by not following this norms and values is drawn a social reaction. This reaction results in a series of sanctions that society exercises against irregular or deviant behaviors, thus forcing the individual to be within the limits of social normatively.

Therefore, the responsibility appears as a report externally imposed, based on the official standards authority and on the mandatory subordination of the individual towards the community to which he belongs. For this reason, the individual will perceive and feel the norms, as rules imposed from outside by an authority which belongs to the group or society.

Given the need of the cohabitation in common, the individual may perceive the true content of the norm, can choose to accept it as being in line with its interests, so that the legal norm should no longer look like only an external obligation.

As full integration of the individual in society, legal norms are not an exclusive element; these are the foundation of a set of rules for the most various types. The institution of social responsibility arises precisely in this way, representing a higher level of integration of the individual in the society.

With this in mind, we can argue that social responsibility refers to the behavior elected by the members of the society, in the multiple possible variations, within the social determinism, related to the general interests of society and the objective requirements of social development.

The existence of rules of conduct and by ensuring their compliance, represents a vital necessity for society; for this reason, actions and inactions of the society members generates responsibility.

Social responsibility implies a conscious attitude embodied in a behavior that corresponds to the highest degree requirements, (objective needs) and attitude resulting from a decision, act of conscience and will of the individual.
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Social responsibility exists only by one of its concrete forms of expression: political responsibility, moral, ethical, legal, etc., each having the common general features and its own characteristics.

Each form of social responsibility acts on all other forms, and as a result of their mutual action, forms the general level of social responsibility. Even though, the legal responsibility has some peculiarities, it is found in a permanent interdependence and mutual influence with other forms of social responsibility in order to find common social compliance.

In contrast to the other forms of social responsibility, the specific of the legal responsibility is that it refers to the obligation to respond for the breach of law, which means that the infringement involves the legal responsibility attached to them.

2. Definitions given in the doctrine to the legal responsibility

In the specialized literature, there have been several attempts to define the institution of legal responsibility.

In the first opinion, the concept of ‘responsibility’ was considered to describe the reaction of repression made by society, to a particular human action, attributable, mainly individual (the social reaction represents in case of legal responsibility distinct features) or, as Professor Nicolae Popa appreciates, it is an institutional response, caused by a reprehensible act, reaction organized by law and limited by law.

In another opinion, ‘the responsibility’ was defined through the categories of obligations: either requirement to support a privation or to repair some damage.

In the same idea, M. Costin, appreciated that, ‘the common meaning of the concept of responsibility, regardless of the form in which it occurs, is an obligation to bear the consequences of non-compliance of some rules of conduct, which rests on the author’s obligation to act contrary to these rules, and bearing always the mark of social disapproval of such conduct.

Criticizing these views that see the responsibility as an obligation to support a legal sanction, George Boboş, thinks that: these definitions confuse the
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responsibility with legal sanction itself, and ignoring the fact that the sanction is only the instrument to achieve legal responsibility, that the legal responsibility and legal sanction are different concepts that should not be confused, the first representing the legal framework for the realization of the second one.

Professor Mihai Eliescu\textsuperscript{15}, by highlighting the link between responsibility and sanction in the Civil Law show that: at the origin, the collective reaction, which represents the defining feature of liability pursued both punishing the perpetrator, and, restoring the previous situation for the benefit of producing damage to the victim, saying that:’ the compensation still suffers some issues that are related to the notion of punishment, there are cases in which the compensation it is not seek for damage, but repression of fraud or misconduct’.

Even though the idea of punishment is no stranger to any of the forms of legal responsibility, in the most striking way, this is highlighted in the criminal law.

The criminal liability was defined as an obligation of the person who committed an unlawful act, to support legal sanction\textsuperscript{16}.

In a third opinion, it is estimated that in order to properly define the legal responsibility must be taken into account its place and role in the complex process of achieving positive law. This is because, the appearance of legal liabilities in the process of making law, occurs only when the infringement with culpability of the rules of law and if followed by application of state coercion by appropriate means degree of social danger of illicit deed committed\textsuperscript{17}.

Another view supported by others and Gheorghe Boboș and Constantin Bulai, it is estimated the legal responsibility as being a judicial relation. It is considered that the legal responsibility cannot be conceived only as a legally constraining the contents on which is formed, on the one hand, the right of a state to excoriate the person who has violated a rule of law and apply the penalties provided by the legal rule violated, and on the other hand, correlative obligation of the guilty person of violating rule, percept to respond to the state for the conduct had. At the same time, is subject to the penalty imposed on the basis of the rule breached\textsuperscript{18}.

Likewise, the Italian theorist Alessandro Levi\textsuperscript{19} have defined the legal responsibility as being the derived situation from a previous legal relationship, as a new legal relationship which finds its source in an unlawful act, which consists of the voluntary failure of a benefit required by law, within an original report.
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There is another opinion saying that the legal responsibility can be repaired by requiring that the persons involved, directly or indirectly causing unjust damage to another.\(^{20}\)

Mircea Constantin, trying to synthesize these doctrinal tendencies, appreciated that the legal responsibility, by having its basis in the illegal fact, and the consequence in the implementation of the legal sanction, is a complex of rights and obligations, which form the legal content that link between the state as the only active subject, and the author of the illegal act, the passive subject of that particular legal relationship; the scope of this legal relationship, is the legal sanction, which the author of the illegal act supports in order to restore the rule of law.\(^{21}\)

An interesting definition is formulated by Lidia Barac, according to who, the legal responsibility, is the legal institution which includes all legal norms, aiming at legal relationship that arise within a specific activity undertaken by public authorities under the law, against all of those who infringes and ignore the rule of law, in order to ensure, respect and promote the legal order and the public good.\(^{22}\)

Given the common features, of all its practical manifestations, in the specialized literature are stated that: the legal responsibility is the complex of related rights and duties, which by law is born as a result of committing an act that constitutes unlawful coercion to achieve the state through the application of legal sanctions, in order to ensure the stability of social relations in society and of the guidance of the society members to respect the rule of law.\(^{23}\)

### 3. Legal responsibility forms

Each branch of law by dealing with conditions of responsibility is known as a specific form of legal responsibility.

The comparison and delimitation of legal responsibility forms have a special theoretical importance, but especially practical, establishing the legal nature of liability in each particular case, determining the legal classification of facts.

In legal literature, there have been many controversies, in order to establish concrete forms of legal responsibility.

For their identification, the doctrine has proposed a set of criteria of classification.

A first\(^{24}\) proposal took into consideration ‘interdependence and interference’ factors such as: prejudiced social values, type of legal norm whose
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violation has occurred, the degree of social danger of the illicit act committed, the perpetrator’s guilt.

Another proposal\textsuperscript{25} concerns the application of two cumulative classes: the nature and social importance of the interest harmed by the illegal act, and defining characteristics of the illicit act.

Considering the above, we can identify the following types of classification:

\textbf{a) Based on the criterion of the nature of the infringed interest:}
- The responsibility to the society, which includes only criminal responsibility.
- The responsibility towards a certain state authority, meaning the administrative responsibility.
- The responsibility towards a smaller community of individuals, including the responsibility from the labor law.
- The responsibility towards the person injured in its legitimate rights, including civil liability.

\textbf{b) Depending on the defining particularities of conduct:}
- The civil liability.
- The criminal liability.
- The administrative liability.
- The disciplinary liability.
- The pecuniary liability.

\textbf{c) Following the affiliation to the branch of law, V. Lazarev, distinguishes the following types of liability:}
- The responsibility of civil law.
- The responsibility of criminal law.
- The responsibility of administrative law.
- The disciplinary liability.
- And others.

\textbf{d) Following the nature of legal sanction:}
- Pecuniary liability.
- Extra pecuniary liability.

\textbf{e) Depending on the subject to whom the responsibility rests:}
- The legal liability of individual.
- The liability of the legal person.

\textbf{f) Following the relationship between the two major branches of law:}
- The responsibility for public law.
- The responsibility of private law.

Regardless of the varying nuances, it is considered\textsuperscript{26} that such liability (civil, criminal and administrative) is given by the legal provision violated.
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Between the forms of legal responsibility, established by any of the mentioned criteria, there are some similarities and some differences.

The main similarity is that, the state is the only holder of the prerogative to reestablish the order in the modern society, without being accepted a form of private accountability.

Are established similarities between the forms of each branch, such as the existence of contractual liability and tort liability is subject to the existence of a loss of property, an illegal act and a causal connection between the injury and act committed\(^{27}\).

4. The accountability and the responsibility

The definition of the responsibility was not made through a legal text, through a general rule or a standard definition, which is likely to limit this phenomenon more research horizon.

In these circumstances, was discussed as being imperative to create a general theory of legal liability. In the doctrine\(^{28}\), was considered that the task of developing a theory must belong to The General Theory of Law, whereas, only this science, which is the core of the legal system sciences, aims to highlight the common elements to define law.

Therefore, as I said before, even though there are many legal standards which regulate various forms of legal responsibility, the law does not give a general definition of legal responsibility or of the any of its concrete forms.

Both, the law and especially in the legal literature, we encounter two terms with approximately the same value: the notion of responsibility and that of accountability.

Etymologically speaking, ‘responsibility’ term is derived from the Latin word ‘spondeo’ which means in the Roman law, the solemn obligation of the borrower to the lender, to fulfill its performance undertaken in the contract.

Having regard to the etymological sense, in theory\(^{29}\), the meaning attributed to the notion of responsibility is that of obligation to repair, duty resulting from an offense or quasi offense.

In Greek or Latin language, the native meaning for ‘responsibility’ term was according to the philosopher H.L.A Hart, to respond to allegations or charges, after which, if shown to be valid, the person accused, failing to remove them, became liable to punishment\(^{30}\).

Very often, the term ‘accountability’ was defined through the term ‘responsibility’. Between these two terms there is a linguistic equivalent; in
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Romanian language existing two synonymous- accountability and responsibility- which are explained through their Latin and French etymology.

The explanations of the etymological meaning of the two terms are sufficient to understand how they can be expressed through the same content, which may explain why, on the one hand, always can be substituted with one. On the other hand, why, in another case, the terms expressing different meanings are used in a sense of another.

The Dictionary of the Romanian language\textsuperscript{31} establish the equivalence of the two terms by defining the accountability as ‘the respond to, responsibility’ and the responsibility as’ an obligation to make something, to respond, the content to give something responsibility’.

Larouse Dictionary\textsuperscript{32}, defines responsibility (the word ‘responsibility’ does not exist in French language) as ‘an obligation to compensate damages caused to others by his own act or by a person who depends on it, or by an animal or thing found in his guard’ obligation to the punishment prescribed for an offense committed ‘.

It is specific to Romanian law\textsuperscript{33}, the notion of responsibility, seen as a legal obligation according to a normative legal act; the term responsibility brings into question the fact that, by virtue of a law and under normal mental capacity, one can be liable for an act committed by him.

It should be noted, that the concept of ‘responsibility’ is broader than that of ‘accountability’, otherwise including it. While the notion of ‘accountability’ means the fulfillment of obligations or restrictions compliance (taking into account the defined behavior, especially towards social norms\textsuperscript{34}), the notion of ‘responsibility’, has a much broader nature, these in relation to the activity held by the individual on his own initiative, based on free choice of objectives, among more are possible.

\section*{5. Conclusions}

Responsibility does not exclude accountability, but, somehow involved, is not limited to it; the field of development responsibilities exceeding by far, the sphere of liability, regardless of its nature\textsuperscript{35}.

After that, in starting, the concept of responsibility was placed only on moral ground, newer research revealed the emerging need for accountability in the law field. In this sense, the doctrine\textsuperscript{36}, explained that: ‘through a reductionist
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thinking, it was considered that the law would not be characteristic only to the category of liability, that the law norms could not act until after the dangerous deed was committed and must return faith that the law can create, the consciousness of its recipients, the sense of responsibility’.

Returning to the notion of legal responsibility, in the doctrine was shown that it cannot be understood and defined only from its concrete forms: civil responsibility, criminal responsibility, disciplinary or administrative, etc. Among these forms are both differences and similarities, common elements that would allow the development of a general definition valid for all forms of legal responsibility.
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